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Abstract
Abrasive flow machining also known as abrasive flow deburring or extrude honing, is an interior surface
finishing process characterized by flowing an abrasive-laden fluid through a work piece. This fluid is
typically very viscous, having the consistency of putty, or dough. In this paper, the main purpose of the
process is to investigate the surface finishing of die steel with the use of abrasive flow machining. Grinding
medium is pressed along the contours at a defined pressure and temperature. Depending on the respective
machining task, different specifications of media are used. The surface finishing is better with use of abrasive
flow machining process as compared to other flow machining processes.
Keywords: Abrasive flow machining; Material removal rate; Surface roughness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Abrasive flow machining (AFM), also known an extrude honing, is an industrial process used in metal
working. This process is used to finish the interior surfaces of cast metals and produce controlled radii in the
finished product. The process of abrasive flow machining produces a smooth, polished finish using a
pressurized media. The medium used in abrasive flow machining is made from a specialized polymer.
Abrasives are added to the polymer, giving it the ability to smooth and polish metal while retaining its liquid
properties. The liquid properties of the polymer allow it to flow around and through the metal object,
conforming to the size and shape of the passages and the details of the cast metal. Abrasive flow machining
equipment is made in single and dual flow systems. In a single flow system, the abrasive media is forced
through the project at an entry point and then exits on the other side, leaving a polished interior to mark its
passage. For more aggressive polishing, the dual flow abrasive flow machining system might be employed. In
dual flow system, the abrasive media flow is controlled by two hydraulic cylinders. These cylinders alternate
motions push and pull the media through the project. This delivers a smoother, highly polished end result in
much less time than a single-flow system. The process of abrasive flow machining is used in the finishing of
parts that require smooth interior finishes and controlled radii. Examples of these parts include automotive
engine blocks and other precision finished parts. This process is also used in the metal fabrication and casting
industry to deburr the dies and remove recast layers from molds used during production. Abrasive flow
machining makes it possible to polish and smooth areas that otherwise would be unreachable, because of the
ability of the media to flow through the part. The review of literature reveals that experimental studies about
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the effects of various process parameters on material removal and surface roughness have been done by many
researchers [1]. Williams and Rajurkar [2] used a stochastic modeling and analysis technique called data
dependent system (DDS) to study the surfaces generated by AFM. Rhoades [3–5] studied the basic principle of
AFM and reported that the depth of cut primarily depends upon abrasive grain size, relative hardness and
sharpness and extrusion pressure. In addition, the process of abrasive flow machining can be almost
completely automated, freeing human workers to perform other tasks and providing a cost-effective solution
for part finishing. The equipment used in this process can handle several thousand parts per day and can still
provide consistent results. These abilities have made abrasive flow machining a common factor in the partfinishing operations of many industries. The schematic diagram of the AFM set-up, which was designed and
fabricated by Kamal K. Kar [6] is shown in the figure (1)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of abrasive flow finishing set-up

2. Classification of AFM machine
AFM machines are classified into two categories: one way AFM, two ways AFM. A brief discussion of the
same is given below.
2.1 One way AFM process
The schematic diagram (fig. 2) of the one way AFM process, which was designed and fabricated by Saad
saeed siddiqui [7]. One way AFM process apparatus is provided with a hydraulically actuated reciprocating
piston and an extrusion medium chamber adapted to receive and extrude medium unidirectional across the
internal surfaces of a work piece having internal passages formed therein. Fixture directs the flow of the
medium from the extrusion medium chamber into the internal passages of the work piece while a medium
collector collects the medium as it extrudes out from the internal passages. The extrusion medium chamber is
provided with an access port to periodically receive medium from the collector into extrusion chamber. The
hydraulically actuated piston intermittently withdraws from its extruding position to open the extrusion
medium chamber access port to collect the medium in the extrusion medium chamber. When the extrusion
medium chamber is charged with the working medium, the operation is resumed.
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Fig:-2 One way AFM process
2.2 Two-way AFM process
Two-way machine has two hydraulic cylinders and two medium cylinders. The medium is extruded,
hydraulically or mechanically, from the filled chamber to the empty chamber via the restricted passageway
through or past the work piece surface to be abraded. Typically, the medium is extruded back and forth
between the chambers for the desired fixed number of cycles. Counter bores, recessed areas and even blind
cavities can be finished by using restrictors or mandrels to direct the medium flow along the surfaces to be
finished. The schematic diagram of two-way AFM process is shown in the figure (3)

Fig: -3 Two-way AFM process

3. Major areas of experimental research in abrasive flow finishing
Kara Kamal K. et.al [6] developed alternate media for AFM process from different vicsoelastic carriers
(natural rubber and butyl rubber), SiC abrasive and naphthenic oil. The performance of media was evaluated
by an AFM setup. The characterization study through viscosity and creep compliance was also conducted to
understand the behavior and performance of media. The butyl rubber, silicon carbide and naphthenic oil mixed
media showed good performance compared to natural rubber based media. As the abrasive loading increases,
the improvement in surface roughness increases. But at the high percentage (above 78%) of abrasive loading,
the flow becomes difficult as well as carrier acts as inefficient binder for abrasives. The experiment inferred
that the 50% loading of abrasive contributed up to 43% improvement.
Appropriate abrasive mesh size alone with respect to the surface conditions only revealed higher improvement
and mesh size of 220 was good compared to the 800 and 1200. The investigation showed that the higher oil
loading reduces the surface improvement. It also said that 9–12% oil loading is more appropriate. The increase
of 47% abrasive loading caused up to 80–87% change in creep compliance and complex viscosity. The change
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in mesh size from 220 to 1200, the creep compliance was reduced by 71% and 33% in complex viscosity. The
increase of 43% oil loading revealed up to 99% change in creep compliance and complex viscosity.
Saad Saeed Siddiqui et.al [7] found that Vent considerations for media outflow in work-piece surface
significantly affects performance measures, material removal (MR) and surface roughness (Ra value) in
abrasive flow machining. Micro machining work-piece surfaces having single vent/passage for media outflow
by abrasive flow machining produced better results in comparison with work-piece surfaces having multiple
vents. Work-piece surfaces having single vent/passage for media outflow have higher material removal and
more improvement in surface roughness and the performance measures decrease with increase in the number
of vents for media outflow. The change in surface roughness, ∆Ra increases with the increase in length of the
work-piece and decreases with the increase in cross section of the work-piece. As the length of the work-piece
increases, material removal increases while the surface roughness value decreases.
Gorana V.K. et.al [8] measured axial and radial forces by using a dynamometer. It was concluded that
extrusion pressure, abrasive concentration and grain size affect the cutting forces, active grain density and
finally reduction in surface roughness. The reduction in surface roughness (Ra value) is approximately linearly
proportional to force ratio. Scanning electron microscopy shows that rubbing and ploughing are the possible
mechanisms of material deformation.
Jain Rajendra K. et.al [9] demonstrated the effectiveness of using back-propagation neural networks for
process modeling and optimization of AFM process. Simulation results showed a good agreement with
experimental results for a wide range of machining conditions. The optimization results of the neural network
coincide well with the results obtained by GA and hence validate the neural network approach. The possibility
of using this neural network model for machined surface quality and MRR prediction for AFM process had
been confirmed. Appropriately trained network successfully synthesized optimal input conditions for AFM
process. The optimal input conditions maximized the MRR, subject to appropriate process constraints. An
important consideration was that process optimization could be performed in the absence of process models
and purely by observations of experimental information. The discussed neural network system was fairly
general and could be extended to other abrasive processes to improve machining efficiency.
Bahre Dirk et.al [10] performed basic one-way AFM investigations by using a high viscosity medium with
aluminum oxide abrasive particles. The machined work pieces made of AISI 4140 showed a significant surface
improvement in Surface roughness after 15 AFM cycles. In order to compare AFM with traditional processes
like grinding VCHIP, AFM was defined and calculated from geometry measurements. Depending on the
applied piston pressure it was found to be between 0.1 and 0.6 cm³ after 15 cycles. The roundness values
showed significant dependence on the measurement position inside the machined passage as well as the
applied piston pressure. The change in roundness worsened with both parameters. In case of the measurement
position this can be accounted to the bell-mouthing effect. This should be taken into account when form
tolerance is a critical design parameter. Furthermore, a suitable in-process measurement setup was presented,
verified and applied for basic investigations. It was concluded on the basis of the chosen measurement setup
that FAX increases linearly with passage length and applied piston pressure. In case of the used end pieces it
was found that the length of the passage is the leading influence on FAX and not the passage geometry. In case
of the inlet side of the adapter, the cone contributes maximal 74 N to the measured value of FAX. Overall, the
friction component of the overflowing lateral surface is the leading influence on the measured FAX .Future
investigations will focus on further parameter variations like initial surface finish or complex passage and end
piece geometries. The axial force measurements will be used as input and comparison for newly developed
FEA simulations.
Mamilla Ravi Sankar et.al [11] initially grounded the Al alloy and two types of Al alloy/SiC MMCs (i.e.,
10% and 15% volume fractions) and then fine finished using Abrasive flow finishing process. New Styrene
Butadiene rubber (SBR) medium was developed and used in the AFF process during finishing of three types of
workpiece materials. The following conclusions were made. As the extrusion pressure increases Surface
roughness increases upto 6MPa and then decreases slightly on further increment. Surface roughness increases
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gradually as weight percentage of oil increases upto 10% and then starts decreasing. As hardness of workpiece
increases, the number of cycles to achieve better Surface roughness also increases. Hence better Surface
roughness achieved by Al alloy, Al alloy/SiC (10%) and Al alloy/SiC (15%) are 400, 600 and 800,
respectively. Among three materials, best _Ra was observed in case of Al alloy/SiC (10%) material. MRg
increases as extrusion pressure and number of cycles increase but decreases as weight percentage of MRg oil
in the medium increases.
Lal G.K. et.al [12] studied the modes of material deformation under realistic conditions of grain–workpiece
interaction. The AFM experimental results showed that axial force, radial force, active grain density and grain
depth of indentation, all have a significant influence on the scale of material deformation. Results suggested
that considerable care should be exercised when evaluating and interpreting the force on a single grain
followed by grain depth of indentation which is used in prediction of mode of material deformation. The two
established grain–workpiece interaction parameters, viz., the minimum depth of indentation and minimum load
required for chip formation, were found to correlate well with the mode of material deformation. The
theoretical and experimental results showed that the rubbing mode of material deformation dominates in the
study; however, some evidences of ploughing during AFM are present.
Jain Raj. K. et.al [13] have described the concepts of a stochastic methodology, which generates and
statistically evaluates the interaction between spherical abrasive grains and work piece surface. The simulation
enables prediction of the active grain density at any concentration and mesh size. A microscopic technique has
also been developed to determine abrasive grain density. Grain density increases with increase in abrasive
mesh size and percentage concentration of abrasives. The proposed stochastic simulation can be easily
extended for simulation of surface generation in abrasive flow machining.

4. Experimental Set up and Procedure
An experimental set-up is designed and fabricated, as shown in figure 1 it consists of two cylinders containing
the medium along with oval flanges. The flanges facilitate clamping of the fixture that contains the work piece
and index the set-up through 180° when required. Two eye bolts also support this purpose. The setup is
integrated to a hydraulic press. The flow rate and pressure acting on piston of the press is made adjustable. The
flow rate of the medium can be varied by changing the speed of the press drive whereas the pressure acting on
the medium is controlled by an auxiliary hydraulic cylinder, which provides additional resistance to the
medium flowing through the work piece. The resistance provided by this cylinder is adjustable and can be set
to any desired value with the help of a modular relief valve. The piston of the hydraulic press imparts pressure
to the medium according to the passage size and resistance provided by opening of the valve. As the pressure
provided by the piston of the press exceeds the resistance offered by the valve, the medium starts flowing at
constant pressure through the passage in the work piece. The upward movement of the piston (i.e. stroke
length) is controlled with the help of a limit switch. At the end of the stroke the lower cylinder completely
transfers the medium through the work piece to the upper cylinder.

5. Results and Conclusions
From the above mentioned process and literature review, we come to the conclusion that Abrasive Flow
Machining is an unconventional machining process by which we can machine the inner surfaces of even those
geometries like square shaped or rectangular etc. where traditional machining is not possible. It has far
accuracy and precision as compared to the traditional machining methods. It can simultaneously deburr, radius
and polish critical surfaces of precision equipment. One recent application which has gained significant
attention is the improvement of air flow and fluid flow characteristics for injector nozzles and cast automotive
engine parts such as cylinder heads, intake manifolds and exhausts manifolds.
The literature review projects the major research analysis like as the abrasive loading increases, the
improvement in surface roughness increases. But at the high percentage (above 78%) of abrasive loading, the
flow becomes difficult as well as carrier acts as inefficient binder for abrasives. Similarly as hardness of work
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piece increases, the number of cycles to achieve better Surface roughness also increases. FAX increases
linearly with passage length and applied piston pressure. The change in surface roughness, ∆Ra increases with
the increase in length of the work-piece and decreases with the increase in cross section of the work-piece.
Fig.4 and 5 shows the surfaces of the work piece having single vent for media outflow have higher material
removal and more improvement in surface roughness and the performance measures decrease with increase in
the number of vents for media outflow.

Fig.4. Effect of different vent considerations in work-pieces of varying cross sections on MR. [7]

Fig.5. MR in micromachining work-pieces of varying cross sections having different vent
considerations.[7]
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